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POINT: Should Illinois employers ease up on marijuana drug screening?
Yes. The more we rely on drug tests, the more we limit potential success of our businesses

By DAN LINN
Illinois employers need to ease up on
drug screening their employees for a
number of reasons.
The first is that a positive test for
cannabis does
not indicate
impairment
due to the
nature of the
way that the
human body
processes
cannabis after
it has been
consumed.
Cannabis
Linn
stays in the
fat cells of the body and can be found
weeks after consuming, long after any
impairment has gone away.

Cannabis is unique in this matter and
most drugs, including alcohol, usually
leave one’s system within 24 hours after
consumption. So, there are likely times
when a person consumes cannabis,
perhaps while visiting a legal state,
returns from vacation and yet would still
fail a drug test despite not being impaired
by the substance.
Furthermore, drug testing for cannabis
prior to hiring someone limits the
potential field of candidates, especially
as more patients are choosing medical
cannabis over opioids or cannabis over
alcohol for an end of the workday buzz.
Since legalization in Colorado many
employers have recognized that cannabis
consumers are good employees and have
abandoned their drug screening for preemployment purposes.
Additionally, there is always the
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risk of a false positive with drug tests.
One estimate from the annual meeting
presented to the American Psychiatric
Association in 2010 listed false positives
as high as 5 percent to 10 percent. That
just shows that these tests are imperfect
and shouldn’t be used as the sole reason
not to hire a qualified potential employee.
Cannabis can spark creativity and has
provided inspiration for countless artists
and other professions assisting in the
innovative properties that have created
some of the largest tech companies in the
world. Limiting staff to those who do not
consume cannabis can end up limiting
the potential success of a business at the
same time it drives up costs since the
drug tests aren’t free.
Drug testing current employees also
leads to resentment in the workplace.
Most employees feel that if they can
do their job why is their boss asking
them to pee in a cup? Urine drug tests
are an invasion of privacy and lower the
morale of a workplace. Generally happy
employees are better employees.
Of course, nobody is advocating for the
tolerance of impairment in the workplace
and cannabis should be treated just like
alcohol in the sense that if you show up
drunk or stoned, you are sent home and
possibly lose your job.
However, responsible use should not
be confused with irresponsible use, and
employees who choose to responsibly
use cannabis when they are not working
should not be punished or forced to take
a drug test.
Plus, the stereotype of the lazy stoner
is just not accurate. Gold medal Olympic
swimmer Michael Phelps is one example
of a cannabis consumer who is able to

accomplish great things, and there are
numerous other professional athletes who
admit to using cannabis before games.
We are starting to see the professional
sports leagues begin to discuss removing
cannabis from the list of drugs that result
in a suspension and it is estimated that
the NBA and NFL will stop suspending
players who test positive for cannabis
within the next few years.
Nevertheless, the drug-testing
companies don’t want to lose any
business so it is likely that they will
continue to plant the seeds of fear into
employers’ minds, with potential costs of
insurance, workers compensation claims
and other costs associated with lost
performance.
It should be remembered, though, that
we live in the land of the free and the
more we require folks to pee in a cup to
work, the more we aren’t actually free.
Freedom to choose what substances
employees puts into their bodies when
they are not working is none of the
company’s business, so long as the
employee is able to get the job done
when at work.
Privacy should be respected and dignity
should not be compromised in the lost
cause of having a drug-free workplace.
A drug-free workplace wouldn’t have a
coffee machine, and nobody wants that.
The more we rely on drug tests to
screen potential employees the more we
limit the potential success of our business
and by extension the prosperity of our
state and nation.
Dan Linn is executive director of
Illinois NORML, a state chapter of the
National Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws.
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